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OUR VISION is a South Australian community
which understands mental illness and responds
with confidence, respect and hope.

OUR MISSION is to increase opportunities
to achieve good mental health, to promote
acceptance of mental illness in the community
and provide quality services for people with
mental illness, their family and friends.

OUR VALUES are

OUR GOALS represent areas of focused
activity and do not cover all Skylight business.
To provide the best possible experience for
people who seek us out and connect with
our services, we are working on the following
goals:

Understanding: Discovery through shared
learning
Connection:
Humanity, lived experience,
and the importance of what
happens between people
Optimism:
The hope and belief in
possibility and the potential
of each person
Resilience, commitment and
Courage:
a strength of spirit

Develop:
Transition:
Explore:
Perform:

be an employer of choice
design and deliver NDIS services
develop new initiatives
ensure we are an efficient and
effective organisation

SEE MENTAL HEALTH DIFFERENTLY
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The beginning of the financial year
saw us launch our new trading
name, Skylight Mental Health. Our
new brand emerged from the
words, hopes and experiences
shared by participants, staff,
volunteers and members.
OUR ORGANISATION

President
and CEO
Report

Skylight as an image is bold and creative
and inspires us to look up and out. We want
people who connect with us to experience
an environment where they can also create
their own source of light and positivity.

We have been successful in
maintaining quality accreditations
at the highest level, whilst we also
reviewed our practice to ensure both
quality and efficiency improvements.
The accreditation report for the National Standards
for Mental Health Services noted the “strengths
of the organisation include its values, person first
approach, responsiveness, flexibility, innovation,
capacity building of people, and commitment to
the most vulnerable and difficult to serve people.”
It was also this financial year in which we fully
encountered the roll out of the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS). Our preparation involved
being clear about the challenges we were facing
and the impact on our people, our infrastructure, and
our overhead costs. We continued to seek a diversity
of funding sources whilst we also applied close
budget scrutiny to existing and emerging services.

Natasha Miliotis, CEO and Pat McLeod, President
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At the local and national level, we have continued
to advocate strongly. On the one hand, we seek

to ensure that people who are testing eligibility
for NDIS receive adequate supports whilst on the
other hand, we have lobbied for existing funding
to be maintained for people who need shorter
term psychosocial services.
As a community mental health organisation Skylight
has been delivering services to people in their local
communities for 34 years.

Over the past year we have
supported many participants to gain
the support they need to access the
NDIS and to consider Skylight as they
choose their provider of support.
Our Customer Service Team have expertly
handled all new NDIS enquiries while our service
delivery staff continued to support participants
across the state to test their eligibility and access
NDIS supports.
We are pleased to be providing our recoveryorientated Skylight support services to a number
of NDIS participants, most of whom are new to
Skylight. Skylight has been approached by carers,
parents and participants who have shared that
they are seeking support that builds on strengths,
focuses on the positives and doesn’t define people
by their diagnoses. Our strengths-based approach
has been identified as the preferred approach
for people looking to work toward their goals. It
is heartening to see that our person-centered
approach continues to make a positive difference
in the lives of the individuals we work alongside.
NDIS services provided by Skylight include:









Support Coordination
Support Connection
Specialist Support Coordination
Counselling
Plan Management
Group Activities
Assistance with Daily Life
Finding and Keeping a Job




Increased Social and Community Participation
Assistance to Access Community, Social and
Recreational Activities

During National Reconciliation Week 2018
we presented Skylight’s Reconciliation Action
Plan. Skylight first began developing a formal
Reconciliation Action Plan in 2015 and the
Reconciliation Action Plan Working Group
consulted across the organisation as well as
externally. Skylight’s plan was reviewed by
Reconciliation Australia which approved our
commitments to be aspirational and innovative,
to gain a deeper understanding of our sphere
of influence, and establish the best approach to
advance reconciliation. Our Reconciliation Action
Plan focuses on developing and strengthening
relationships with Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Peoples, engaging staff and stakeholders
in reconciliation, and developing and piloting
innovative strategies to empower Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Peoples.
Skylight has also been active during other key
events throughout the year including Schizophrenia
Awareness Week, Mental Health Week and through
various forums and workshops. The 9th Shared
Learning in Clinical Practice Symposium was a
joint initiative between UniSA’s Mental Health and
Substance Use Research Group, Skylight, Mind
Australia, Adelaide PHN, Northern Health Network,
Neami National and Uniting Care Wesley Bowden.
The interactive symposium presented an opportunity
to bring 150+ people together to consider and
discuss themes around therapeutic engagement,
autonomy, self-direction, choice and risk within a
mental health recovery framework.
At Skylight we believe in the capacity within each
person to enjoy a meaningful life. Skylight staff work
alongside participants to connect with community,
to learn and explore, and make space for new
opportunities. Together we discover new potential,
increased confidence and a hopeful future.
President and CEO
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Skylight 2018
On 1st July 2018 MIFSA changed its name to Skylight, as a result
of refreshing our brand and look for the emerging environment.
The change in name reflects the transition in nature for Skylight
over the past 12 months.
Skylight continues to deliver its quality services in various ways and
across a multitude of regions, while also adapting to our changing
environment. This has required a combined effort of adjustment
and transformation from everyone involved.
This report will cover:


What remains constant

“


The challenges and changes



Our commitment

WHEN YOU MAKE A LOT OF
SMALL CHANGES, YOU WILL
BEGIN TO SEE BIG DIFFERENCES.
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Kay, Murraylands

What Remains Constant
VALUES AND QUALITIES
Skylight continues to provide opportunities for people to stay or become well in terms of their
mental health. This is at the core of Skylight services, delivered with Our Values front of mind –
Understanding, Connection, Optimism, Courage.
As the NDIS becomes more prevalent across Australia, Skylight welcomes the increased
accountability to the people who access our services via individualised NDIS packages. Every
person who invites us into their lives makes choices about the support that is useful to them, when
they want that service and who delivers it. This aligns well with Skylight’s Service Standards,
which puts the person accessing Skylight services right at the centre, as follows:
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we will be clear about what you can expect from our
services, in both scope and limitations
we will support you to maintain and/or strengthen a
meaningful life as defined by you
we will work with you to understand what is important to you
we will work with you acknowledging that everyone
has something important to contribute to the broader
community
we will work together to help identify where you are
already strong and successful
we will work together to plan a service which, wherever
possible, provides a positive experience for you
we will work with you in a way that recognises you as the
best person to make decisions about your life
we will work with you to strengthen areas of your life
where you are seeking to connect with others
in your community
we will invite your input to develop our services and
improve them
we identify with growth and development both personally
and professionally and we willingly look for ways to
improve our work at Skylight
5
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Service Offerings
SKYLIGHT CONTINUES
TO OFFER GROUP
AND INDIVIDUAL
SERVICES THROUGH THE
FOLLOWING MEANS:
ACTIVE & SOCIAL
Our Active and Social programs are a way
for you to socialise, develop new friendships
and explore a range of activities in your
local community.

structured group services and programs, you
will find the support you need to improve
self-leadership, autonomy and relationships,
make well-informed decisions and embrace
new skills.

DAILY LIVING
Our Daily Living services connect you with
a support worker, so you can get on top
of domestic life and focus on what you
want to achieve. All of Skylight’s Daily Living
services are designed around you; giving
you peace of mind and allowing you to be
your best self.

FAMILY & CARER
CONNECTION
Our Short Breaks program give you or your
carer the opportunity to step away from your
day-to-day life, relax and refresh, learn new
skills, focus on your well-being and socialise.
Carer Support Education courses give carers
the tools to support the person they care for,
as well as provide information, training and
peer support to enable them to nurture and
empower themselves to pursue their caring
roles and broader lives with confidence.

LEARN & DISCOVER

THERAPEUTIC SERVICES

We work with you to discover what you want
to achieve and see how you can strengthen
connections with the most important people
in your life. Through individual coaching or

At Skylight, we understand that living with
a mental health issue presents difficulties.
We also understand that you know yourself
better than anyone.
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Our
Therapeutic
Services
include
individualised counselling and group-based
therapy – we will work through coping
strategies and discover the areas of your
life that require attention and care.

SUPPORT COORDINATION
With Skylight, you’ll work with your own
Support Coordinator, who’s there to provide
guidance and manage your NDIS budget.
We work with you to discover the services
and programs best suited to achieving
your goals, negotiate agreements, service
bookings or provide training so you can
self-manage your support team.

PLAN MANAGEMENT
NDIS Plan Management is a way for you to
control your choices, plan your support and
achieve your goals.
At Skylight, we manage your NDIS plan
with you – handling your budget, reporting
and invoicing – so you can focus on your
journey.
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SKYLIGHT TRAINING
Removing the stigma around mental illness
is a long-term goal of Skylight. A key way of
achieving this is to educate the community
about the experience of mental illness.
Groups that have benefited from our award
winning education sessions include police,
ambulance services, nursing students,
psychiatric registrars, government services,
health providers, corporate groups, schools
and community organisations.

POSITIVE OUTCOMES
Important and positive outcomes continue to be experienced by people accessing Skylight
services, which is the reason Skylight exists. The examples on page 8-10 demonstrate Skylight’s
reason for being and our heartbeat, day in and day out!

A Participant Journey
After seeming to make an instant
connection, Skylight worker Franny*
felt as if her participant Tania had
lost confidence in her and was
pushing her away. Tania* was no
longer interested in pursuing her
goals or engaging with Franny in
any meaningful way.

1pm so she would be ready to work as
a cleaner in the evening. After a year she
reflected “it’s been over 6 months since I
had suicidal thoughts”.

Now Tania works full time in a
case management role putting
her years of experience to
great effect.

Franny tried to talk to Tania to surface the
issue. “I don’t want to hurt you” Tania said.
But Franny persisted with her curiosity.
Tania revealed the intent to kill herself. It was
clear and focussed, including a plan and
timeline.
Tania implored Franny, “I don’t want to hurt
you – just go away.”
Franny did not go away and she and Tania
struck an agreement. Tania said she was
not going to share anymore but agreed to
Franny’s suggestion, ‘Let’s delay – then we’ll
work together’.
Little by little, Tania improved her life. Initially
she pushed herself to get out of bed by
*Names have been changed to protect privacy
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EMAIL FROM TANIA

“Last year I sent you a thank you email on
new year’s eve, only because I was sure I
didn’t want to be here in 2016. This year I
want to say thank you because I don’t think
about taking my life anymore. This is huge for
me. If it wasn’t for you and all your support
particularly when I couldn’t get out of bed, I
honestly wouldn’t have made it.
Do you remember I used to think it would
be impossible for me to get up at 9? Well....
I can get up any time I want now....This is
huge for me.
Do you remember that I wouldn’t get any
pleasure out of doing painting or gardening
or anything? I enjoy them thoroughly now.
I enjoy doing anything including cleaning or
anything silly and simple. In fact today I’m
going to go buy tickets to Adele’s concert. It
will be my very first concert experience. Yayyyy.
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Franny, I haven’t thought about self harm for a
good 6 months... And I’m getting much better
with the idea of not making things work with
my family. I’m not totally OK with it.. but I’m
not constantly thinking about it or obsessing
over it... I’m kind of OK with not being wanted
by them or only being wanted for the wrong
reasons... I don’t get as upset about it.. it’s just
the way they are and it’s Ok!!!!
I wanted to thank you for not rejecting me
when I was so unwell and so weak. Your hard
work is greatly appreciated...
See you in the new year.

“I wanted to thank you for not
rejecting me when I was so
unwell and so weak. Your hard
work is greatly appreciated...”

A Carer Story
Peter cares for his wife, Michelle
and their four primary school aged
children. Each member of the family
lives with various challenges including
anxiety, depression and autism.
Peter has been unable to participate in paid work
for a long time and feels he has been ‘trapped
for years doing the same thing’ and locked into
a role he finds stressful and overwhelming. Peter
shared that he felt that he had lost his unique
identity as he is consumed by the day-to-day
and never-ending challenges and demands of
his caring responsibilities for his family.
Since receiving Skylight support Peter has been
able to take time out from his caring role and
re-establish some of the habits and activities
he loves and which nurture his own wellbeing.
Peter loves to exercise. He walks…….and walks
and walks…..with his support worker, chatting,
debriefing, and exploring his ideas and issues. Or
he walks on his own………..’before the morning
fires up [getting children ready for school], without
having to worry about leaving’’.
With regular and reliable day to day practical
and psychosocial support, Peter ‘is freed up’ to
do things on a personal level including thinking,
planning and enacting things for himself, or with
Michelle, as well as the relationships within the

While the challenges remain
for Peter as a carer, the skills
and confidence to deal with
them have grown while stress
levels have subsided with
Skylight support.

family as a whole.
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What do you enjoy
most about working
for Skylight?

Stories of people touch me every day. Access
to people’s lives is an enriching journey… to
their experience and stories. I have discovered
powerful lessons from my participants’ lives.
This is rewarding work. The opportunity to
support and witness small changes that
people make in their lives motivate me every
day. It brings joy, purpose and inspiration.
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OUR QUALITY TEAM
The Skylight team works hard to facilitate a recovery-oriented environment with compassion
and hope, adapting to the changing needs of the people accessing our services, as well as
external factors and market changes. After many years of consistent block funding, with a level
of predictability of systems and roles, the Skylight staff team has embarked on an extraordinary
and brave journey! It is heartening that throughout the disruption of the past year or so, the
commitment, heart and hard work of our staff continues to be a constant, and can continue to
be relied upon. The examples are many, from our country sites, metropolitan sites, and also our
corporate services staff.

Introducing
Bhu...



How have you grown over the time
you have worked for Skylight?

I believe I have a three dimensional growth
–

personal,

professional

and

internal

growth. The guidance and mentorship of my

How long have you been working
for Skylight and what brought
you here?

supervisors and colleagues have created

I have been with Skylight for two and a half

I have been able to work with an amazing



the core foundation of my practice in mental
health and will guide my work in the future.

years. I was attracted to Skylight’s wide range

bunch of people who have enriched my life

of mental health programs which are suited

in return.

for the different needs of participants. Personal
drive for social justice and social change has
guided my work.


What does your work involve on a
day-to-day basis?

My work involves listening to participants’
circumstances
problem

and

solving,

difficulties,

raising

everyday

awareness

for

participants’ psychosocial adjustment, referral
and one to one outreach support in the
community and advocacy. From late last



What has been a highlight for you
in the past year?

We successfully navigated the organisational
and environmental shift brought in by the
NDIS rollout in South Australia. We journeyed
the change well. The change is always messy,
but most importantly, we are emerging from
that time now. NDIS has brought innovative
opportunities for us and greater control and
choice for participants. I personally believe

year to now, I was involved in supporting

this will help agencies to further design and

participants to apply for NDIS and transition

deliver their services in a competitive market

to the scheme.

place. This will be a good thing for participants.
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Southern Youth Rainbow
The Southern Youth Rainbow Space is a safe
social space for LGBTIQA+ young people
in Southern Adelaide, run by Skylight staff
members and volunteers who identify as
LGBTIQA+.
If you are between 15-25 and identify as
queer, lesbian, gay, bi, trans, ace, intersex,
pan, or other, the Southern Youth Rainbow
Space provides activities, speakers, games,
food and an environment to socialise.

“People coming
together and
bringing their unique
experiences, everyone
having a space to
feel safe and enjoy
themselves”
Rainbow Space participant
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Like all involved at Skylight,
the corporate services staff are
needing to make changes in
our practices to adjust to the
new environment, which has
been both challenging and
exciting! We are a dedicated,
passionate and diverse team
with a focus on innovation and
we are united by the passion
we share for Skylight’s vision
and mission.
Louise, Corporate Services

15
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NEW INITIATIVES
Skylight continues to develop and improve useful ways of meeting community needs. An area of
focus over a few years now is how to support our First nations People.

Reconciliation Action Plan
Skylight’s
Reconciliation
Action
Plan (RAP) Working Group is
excited to share Skylight’s Innovate
RAP 2018-2020, with the official
launch during Reconciliation Week
(26/05 – 03/06) including workshops
for all staff.

Family Mental Health Support Service since

RAPs were developed by Reconciliation
Australia and provide a framework for
organisations seeking to support the aims of
Australia’s national Reconciliation movement.
Reconciliation Australia has four different ‘levels’
of RAP; Reflect, Innovate, Stretch and Elevate.
Skylight has chosen to undertake the Innovate
RAP because while we had already begun
our Reconciliation journey, we are ready to
undertake new and exciting challenges.
We have tasks and goals to achieve, and
Reconciliation Australia will keep Skylight
accountable for progress in our plan.

Indigenous

While Skylight’s initial RAP has been several
years in the making, Skylight has been active in
this space for some time. Skylight’s approach to
reconciliation has been informed by our work
in the APY Lands with the Anangu community,
based on the Anangu concept of “Kulintja
kutjara tjunguntja” or putting together two
ways of thinking. Senior Anangu Community
Worker Anne, who has worked in Skylight’s

holistic outlook with acceptance of people,

its development, depicts this approach in the
painting opposite. Piranpa (non-Indigenous)
and Anangu sit alongside each other, in
partnership working together to support
Anangu children.
A major achievement in the RAP work has
been the development of Skylight’s first
identified

Community

Worker

position and following this, the development
of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Project Officer position. Project Officer Roy has
shared “the role of Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Project Officer and the Reconciliation
Action Plan has meant that Skylight has been
able to come alongside grass roots community
groups and Indigenous lead organisations.
Skylight Mental Health has been welcomed
on the journey of healing with Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander people, supporting
emotional and social wellbeing, keeping a
culture and beliefs.”
Skylight looks forward to continuing its
development in the work of reconciliation.
There is much work to do and we are
grateful for the support of our Indigenous
workers and partners as we undertake
this important journey.
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Links to Wellbeing
Skylight is part of a growing service named Links to Wellbeing (LTW), which is a consortium with Neami,
MIND and Uniting Communities Bowden, and is funded by the Adelaide PHN.

Links to Wellbeing provides a
suite of services across Adelaide
for people who are experiencing
mental illness.

How can someone engage with Links
to Wellbeing?
People can self-refer, get a GP referral with
a Mental health treatment plan, a carer or
family member can refer or a referral from
another agency or organisation.

What progress has been made in the
last year being based at Skylight?
There has been greater access to LtW clients
in the central metro region, an opportunity to
work collaboratively to improve the support
offered and referrals between the two services.

One of these services offers six psychological
intervention sessions. There is the possibility of
a further six sessions after a review with your
GP.
We spoke with Mary-Jane Honner,
Regional Manager – Primary Mental
Health Programs for Links to Wellbeing.

What does Links to Wellbeing do?
The Links to Wellbeing team work with you to:
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Determine the support that meets
your needs
Strengthen your support networks
Connect to services that can best
support you
Be involved in planning your
treatment and support

What are some positive outcomes
that you have witnessed through
Links to Wellbeing?
The number of clients being referred to the
service and clients receiving services has
increased. There have been positive client
outcomes and LtW is able to offer clients the
right service to meet the client’s needs across
the care continuum.
We have the ability to offer the service through
a number of locations in the Southern and
Central regions.
LtW is now delivering more specialised
services such as the Mother Infant – DBT
groups and the Clinical Care Coordination
program in Primary Mental Health program
We have built a strong culture across the
LtW team.

The challenges and changes
Currently the NDIS features highly in the disability and mental health
sector, and Skylight has already achieved much in this space.
Acknowledged as one of the most significant changes in terms of how services are funded and
delivered, the NDIS has brought both challenges and opportunities to Skylight and the people
accessing our services.
We acknowledge that the transition of funding models has been difficult for many who access our
services. Skylight staff have spoken to as many people as possible to support the submission of
access requests, so that everyone has the best opportunity to be accepted into the scheme and
choose individualised and meaningful services.

“We want to thank
participants, consumers and
carers for their patience as we
negotiate and navigate this new
NDIS world together.”
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NDIS
To
support
familiarity and
confidence with the NDIS Skylight
has created the NDIS Café. The
NDIS cafe is a relaxed space
where members of the community
can drop-in, grab a cup of coffee
and talk to a Skylight staff member
about the National Disability
Insurance Scheme (NDIS).
Individuals ask NDIS Café staff about what
the NDIS is, who it is for, how to apply and
how to request supports. At the NDIS Café,
staff support people to understand how to
make an application for themselves and for
the people they support.
One individual that we supported had heard
about Skylight but had not accessed our
services before. Interested in the NDIS, they
reached out and booked in to meet with a
staff member. Over a few months, staff were
able to assist this individual learn about

20

the NDIS, how to apply for the NDIS and
collect required evidence to support their
application from various health professionals.
Following the submission of their NDIS
access request, the person was notified that
they were accepted into the NDIS! Skylight
then supported the person to prepare
for their planning meeting and to identify
meaningful goals. Together, we considered
the kinds of supports that would be best
suited to the individual to support them to
reach these goals.
This person is looking positively toward their
future and is excited about the possibilities
that the NDIS will enable them to explore;
Skylight is humbled to be working alongside
this individual and the many other members
of our community.

“At the NDIS Café, staff support
people to understand how
to make an application for
themselves and for the people
they support.” Amy Brooks

Technological challenges
We implemented a new Customer
Relationship Management system (CRM) to
both enable staff to work in a more mobile
manner, and improve the efficiency of our
growing NDIS work.
It involves the use of an app on a mobile
phone to allow workers to check in and
check out of appointments so that we
know they are safe, that participants have
someone with them, that the service actually
happened, as well as for invoicing purposes.
The transition was not without its challenges.
However staff have been very supportive and
have worked to overcome each obstacle.
We have also found new ways of reporting;
rather than using spreadsheets we have
been working toward all our information to
sit in the CRM.
A lot has been done to make reporting
easier and quicker - the technology progress
in 2017/2018 has been immense with still
more to do!

“The transition was not
without
its
challenges;
however staff have been
very supportive and have
worked to overcome each
obstacle.”
Rob Malcolm
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FOR STAFF, THE CHALLENGES HAVE INCLUDED...
the introduction of new technologies, processes and systems which have taken some
‘getting used to’. One of Skylight’s Community Workers reflected on changing from
an office based to ‘on the road’ as challenging at first but ultimately ‘streamlining
services and communications for workers and participants. It’s one system where
you can find everyone. And with remote access, you can work from your car, in a
coffee shop or a library... you don’t have to come back to the office. It’s a great
timesaver.’

22

Tim has been coming to Skylight for a
few years now and he admits that he
‘thought that the NDIS might have been
a hassle’ when he first learned about
it. Luckily for Tim, he had support from
his dad to apply for the NDIS and he
is now an NDIS participant. Tim shared
that this makes him feel ‘confident that
I could access services still’. Tim shared
that being an NDIS participant is ‘very
good because I get to mix with people
in activities groups’. Tim’s advice to
anyone who is thinking about applying
is ‘try [applying] again if you don’t get
it the first time because the benefit of
support is worth it’.
Tim Guiney
23

Skylight has also had the pleasure of welcoming new participants to our
many programs. Whilst the process of applying for the NDIS has often
been reported as time-consuming and complex, the overall feedback
was that is was a valuable activity due to the new and vast opportunities
for support. New participants and their family members have shared
that the opportunities NDIS provides has been unprecedented and
has enabled participants to become more independent, form and
maintain new relationships and explore new activities. Carers have
expressed to Skylight staff how they have witnessed their loved ones
gain confidence, enhance their skills and independence and find
meaningful activities to pursue, where previously the support to enable
this was not available.
Anonymous,
new participants to Skylight
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Our Commitment
It has been a busy year, with much activity, much change, and we are
well into the next chapter of Skylight. As has always been the case,
the Skylight team remains committed to:


Listening to the people who access our services and to those who may
benefit from our services in the future



Finding innovative ways to meet the needs of as many people as possible



Working hard to being lean, agile and ready for the changing world



Keeping our Mission and Vision clear and central, so that Skylight continues
to contribute all it can towards a South Australian community which
understands mental illness, and responds with confidence, respect
and hope.

SEE MENTAL HEALTH DIFFERENTLY
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Treasurer’s Report 2018
It is my pleasure to present this report on the financial statements of Mental
Illness Fellowship South Australia Inc, trading as Skylight Mental Health, for the
year ended 30 June 2018.
Set out below are some highlights from the 2017/18 financial statements:
2018

2017

$2,684,754

$2,644,502

($17,607)

($27,924)

$8,848,794

$8,921,891

$234,391

$239,334

$6,548,072

$6,484,094

Premises expense

$919,901

$961,044

IT expense

$511,901

$527,426

Net assets
Operating surplus (deficit)
Government & other grants income
Earnings from investments
Employee benefits expense

Skylight was in a satisfactory
financial position at 30 June 2018,
with Total Equity of $2,684,754.
The $17,607 Operating Deficit
for 2017/18 was better than both
the previous financial year and
also budget due to a range of
cost savings.
Government & Other Grants Income was
slightly less than in the previous financial year.
During 2017/18, Skylight began to transition
from providing services under government
grant funding agreements to providing services
to individuals under the National Disability
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Insurance Scheme, and income from those
services was significantly less than budgeted
because the National Disability Insurance
Agency processed applications at a rate
much slower than what we had conservatively
assumed for planning purposes.
Earnings from Investments comprise interest on
short term bank deposits, together with income
and capital growth from the funds managed by
the Perpetual group. That portfolio is structured
to include a suitable mix of cash, fixed interest,
property, equity and alternative securities,
designed to provide satisfactory returns over
the medium to longer term. In 2017/18, the funds
invested with Perpetual grew to $2,720,138,

representing an annual rate of return (including
net income flows and unrealised capital gains
but excluding dividend imputation credits) of
6.4%, much better than interest rates around
2% available on short term cash deposits over
that period.
The overall total for Employee Benefits
Expense, Premises Expense and IT Expense
was only slightly higher than in the previous
financial year, reflecting the careful
management of administrative costs, so
important in the NDIS environment.
In the face of the continuing uncertainties
associated with transitioning from government
grant funding to providing NDIS services,
Skylight is positioning itself to deal with the
ongoing challenges. With considerable
financial reserves, Skylight can afford to
manage these changes in a more orderly
manner than otherwise might be the case.

In 2018/19, the amount of Commonwealth
government grant income will reduce
substantially and may not be fully replaced
by NDIS income. That is expected to result
in a manageable deficit, with the need to
generate new income streams and further
reductions in overheads, while service to
participants will remain Skylight’s first priority.

As always, the Board is grateful
for the financial support and
encouragement of Skylight’s
members and other stakeholders.
Geoff Pritchard, Treasurer
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STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 30 JUNE 2018
2018 $

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
AS AT 30 JUNE 2018

2017 $

INCOME

2018 $

2017 $

CURRENT ASSETS

Revenue and other income

9,275,640

9,270,632

Cash and other equivalents

824,375

927,830

TOTAL INCOME

9,275,640

9,270,632

Trade and other receivables

35,469

11,229

859,844

939,059

2,720,138

2,556,674

329,210

430,589

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

EXPENSES
Employee benefits expense

NON CURRENT ASSETS
6 ,548,072

6,484,094

Depreciation expense

143,326

185,353

Property, plant and equipment

Premises expense

919,901

961,044

IT expense

511,901

527,426

TOTAL NON
CURRENT ASSETS

3,049,348

2,987,263

Client support
consumables expense

208,847

191,921

TOTAL ASSETS

3,909,192

3,926,322

Staff training expense

103,706

54,607

26,480

25,703

130,971

139,492

341,326

361,948

61,719

57,487

Grants received in advance

84,399

108,548

90,304

86,279

Provisions

703,918

730,913

548,020

585,150

1,129,643

1,201,409

9,293,247

9,298,556

Provisions

94,795

80,411

TOTAL NON
CURRENT LIABILITIES

94,795

80,411

TOTAL LIABILITIES

1,224,438

1,281,820

NET ASSETS

2,684,754

2,644,502

324,705

266,846

Retained earnings

2,360,049

2,377,656

TOTAL EQUITY

2,684,754

2,644,502

Finance costs
Motor Vehicles expense
Communications expense
Membership costs
Other expenses
TOTAL EXPENSES

Financial assets

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Trade and other payables

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
PROFIT/LOSS FROM
OPERATIONS

(17,607)

(27,924)

Other comprehensive Income
Items that may be
reclassified subsequently
to profit or loss - change in
fair value of available for
sale financial assets
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE
INCOME [DEFICIT]
FOR THE YEAR

57,859

66,053

40,252

38,129

EQUITY
AFS financial assets reserve

Notes to the financial statements for the year ended 30 June 2018
The abridged financial report is an extract from the full financial report for the year ended 30 June 2018. The financial statements, specific disclosures and other information
included in the abridged financial report are derived from, and are consistent with, the full financial report of Mental Illness Fellowship South Australia Inc.
The abridged financial report cannot be expected to provide as detailed an understanding of the financial performance, financial position and financing and investing
activities of Mental Illness Fellowship South Australia Inc as the full financial report. A copy of the full financial report and auditor’s report can be provided upon request.
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